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Education is the key to success. But how the education is the key if the students are not listening very well to their teacher. Now a days it is hard to caught the attention of the students when it comes to discussion. They have their own things to do like using their phones or talking to their seatmates. They get bored in class that’s why they are not listening and did not pay attention to their teacher.

There are many reasons why is it hard to grab students attention when discussing lesson. And also there are some strategies that may caught the student’s attention. In this article there are some strategies to catch the attention of the student while discussing. First is Process Oriented Guided Inquiry Lessons (POGIL) are part of a learning strategy that has both a constructivist and social component. It centers on utilizing the reality encounters of the student to make information and thinks about how learners identifies with the earth where they are instructed. When taking part in POGIL's, the educator appoints content to learners, and afterward suggests a lot of conversation starters that they can as it were answer by investigating the content that was given.

In this process, the teacher has to fight the urge to give students any answers or facts to memorize. And the Project Based Learning (PBL) it focuses on students on explorations on the real world problems and challenges. In this explorations, they develop their content knowledge and also develop solutions to problems. In this procedure, the educator searches for approaches to associate the subject to the venture. Thus, understudies seek the educator for content information so they can finish their project.

To sum it all the two new strategies are very useful. It may help the students to listen very well and also they will learned lot of things. It is very useful and helpful also to teachers to easily caught the attention of the students and lessen the students to do some stuffs while discussing.
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